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The Gibb River Road in western Australia's Kimberley region is a 410-mile-long, rugged, rust-red

dirt track that cuts across 163,521 square miles of dry savanna, punctuated here and there by

bloated boab trees and massive termite mounds.
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While this might not exactly sound like a dream vacation paradise, the Kimberley is much more

than parched savanna. Millions of years of seasonal cyclones have carved enormous, cavernous

gorges that hold fresh water year-round. 

These hidden, verdant valleys are mystical oases of gushing
waterfalls lush with micro jungles of eucalyptus and pandanus
trees.

Depending on the water level, river crossings on the Gibb River Road can be a bit of a challenge. Michaela Urban

Needless to say, you can't visit the Kimberley in the wet season when torrential rains turn roads to

mush. However, from May to October, the waters recede, the roads are graded, and it's blue skies

and sunshine.

What makes the Gibb so magical is the stark contrast between these fantastical lush gorges and the

arid, forbidding savanna. Nowhere is this more evident than at Windjana, which was the first gorge

my photographer and I visited on our drive along the Gibb.



Windjana Gorge is a beautiful oasis lush with paperbark, cajeput, fig and leichhardt trees. Michaela Urban

The entrance to Windjana Gorge is a narrow crack in the Napier Range that separates the

Kimberley's parched landscape from a riparian wonderland rimmed by towering walls of ochre-red

rock and paperbark, cajeput, fig and Leichhardt trees.

Once inside we were greeted by freshwater crocodiles lounging in a large billabong left behind by

the Lennard River, which stops running during the dry season. 

Unlike their enormous saltwater cousins, these freshies average
about 5 feet long and are not aggressive or deadly. However,
they have razor sharp teeth and will leave a mark.



The freshwater crocodiles at Windjana Gorge are supposed to be harmless, but their teeth are sharp. Michaela
Urban

Freshwater crocodiles are common in the gorges along the Gibb, however, they're usually hard to

spot and more afraid of you than you are of them. That being said, Windjana has an uncommonly

large and bold population. So, in spite of the inviting white sand beach and cool refreshing water,

we decided to leave the swimming to the crocs.

Not far from Windjana is another one of the Gibb's natural wonders, Tunnel Creek. This unique

river bored a 2,500-foot-long massive hole right through the Napier Range, creating a cool

cavernous retreat from the blazing heat of the savanna.

Like many parts of the Kimberley, Tunnel Creek is an aboriginal holy site. According to aboriginal

legend, a sacred snake made the tunnel and then wriggled his way to the stars through a giant hole

that opens up in the cave about halfway through.



Entrance to Tunnel Creek Michaela Urban

We visited Tunnel Creek with Bunuba elder and guide Jimmy Dillon Andrews. Before we entered

the tunnel, he asked us to walk through the vapors from burning eucalyptus, which smoked us

clean of bad spirits.

As we waded into the creek that passes through this rather wide and high tunnel, Andrews shined

his flashlight on the ceiling and walls, illustrating examples of aboriginal rock art that date back

tens of thousands of years.





Jimmy Dillon Andrews Michaela Urban

Aboriginals make up a large percentage of the population in this part of Australia. While they are

still somewhat marginalized, efforts are under way to help integrate them into modern society,

such as supporting tribal leaders like Andrews to educate tourists about their history.

Oddly enough, much of what we learned about aboriginals came from a Dallas native named John

Bennett. Bennett came to this remote region some years ago to work with a small community of

aboriginals in the village of Imintji.

Dallas native John Bennett Michaela Urban

We met Bennett during our stay in the campsite at Imintji. Bennett gave us a tour of a small art

center where resident artists showcase modern aboriginal art. He also took us on a hike in the

nearby hills to see art from a different generation, painted thousands of years ago on the rocks and

caves in the nearby hills.

Two other campsites we visited were Mornington and Charnley River, operated by the Australian

Wildlife Conservancy, a nonprofit that is working to protect and restore the Kimberley's

biodiversity. Cattle are prohibited on the conservancy's land, and this has made a marked

difference on the landscape and the abundance and variety of wildlife.



A bird's eye view of the magical cascades at Mitchell Falls  Michaela Urban

Arguably one of the most spectacular and well-known places we visited was Mitchell Plateau. The

Mitchell Falls are the holy grail of waterfalls, with multitiered cascades gushing over massive

vertical, red rock walls.

It's a two-hour hike from the nearby campsite, or you can hop on a helicopter and be there in five

minutes. I recommend hiking in at least one direction. Along the way you can visit Mertens Falls,

which has a natural showerlike cascade and a large natural gallery of aboriginal rock paintings.



Of course, big is not always better; one of our favorite watering holes was one of the smallest:

Matthew Gorge at Mount Hart. This tiny oasis had a crystal clean, lush, turquoise pool dotted with

colorful green lily pads and shaded by eucalyptus trees.

This is but a small sampling of the many fantastic gorges, swimming holes and waterfalls you'll

discover throughout the Kimberley. If you intend to do this on your own (as we did), you'll need a

comprehensive guidebook and a sturdy vehicle.

We had a beefy Toyota Land Cruiser, and we not only blew a tire, we threw an entire wheel! On that

note, make sure your rental company is well recommended and you get full insurance. We went

through Crikey Camper Hire, and they were great.

If you don't want to go it alone, there are numerous all-inclusive tours. The flight to Australia is a

bit long, but Qantas has nonstop flights from Dallas. It also offers promotional deals for economy

plus or business class, if 17 hours in coach is too much to bear.

Eric Vohr and Michaela Urban have a travel website at travelintense.com.

 Edna Dale displaying her art at the art center in Imintji Michaela Urban
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Broome is the place to start, end and get outfitted for your trip.

Cable Beach Club Resort and Spa: cablebeachclub.com. Prices start at $339, double occupancy.

Four-wheel drive vehicle and camper rental in Broome: Crikey Camper Hire: crikey

camperhire.com.au. Vehicle and Off Road Safari Camper is $236 per day.

Australian Pacific Touring: aptouring.com/destinations/ australia/kimberley. $8,365, 15 days,

Kimberley Complete tour.

Adventure Wild: adventurewild.com.au. $3,760, 13 days, Kununurra to Kununurra tour

Kimberley Wild: kimberleywild.com.au. $2,760, 12 days, Kimberley Explorer tour

Heli Spirit: helispirit.com.au. Prices start at $108 per person for a 6-minute shuttle between

Mitchell Falls campground and helipad.

Western Australia Parks and Wildlife: parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/ tourism-region/kimberley

Qantas: qantas.com. Qantas offers competitive nonstop flights from Dallas to Sydney starting at

$1,800.

Online guide: gibbriverroad guide.com with an interactive map that showcases highlights along

the Gibb




